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The Directors met for about an hour and a half and discussed the following areas 

regarding Five Star Consortium collaboration and international programs: 

 

1)  International recruitment.  The Directors agreed that each college will need to retain 

individual marketing and recruitment efforts in order to reach each college’s recruitment 

goals.  There are times when collaboration may be helpful, such as when one college 

does not offer a particular program or service that is available at another consortium 

school, and an international partner of a college expresses interest in this.  The Directors 

agreed that we should keep each other informed when such opportunities are present and 

that we will refer such opportunities to each other.  It was also agreed that mutual or joint 

marketing efforts under the banner of the Five Star Consortium would likely hinder rather 

than assist in recruiting efforts, as this may confuse present recruitment sources (agents 

and institutions), who have built relationships with particular individuals and programs at 

each college.   

 

2)  Operational Efficiencies.  We agreed to explore the idea of getting a lower rate on 

health insurance, SEVIS databases, and other off campus services, through joint 

Consortium bids for such activities. 

 

3)  Student Services.  We discussed collaborating on study abroad programs, sharing 

current opportunities on our campus and/or developing new programs.  Though these 

might be developed by the Consortium there may not be a need to limit enrollment in 

them to consortium colleges.  There are present opportunities available through the 

Washington Community Colleges for Study Abroad consortium, so any new efforts 

would be in order to complement these. 

 

We also discussed the possibilities of joint student life activities such as annual outings 

for our international students. 

 

4) Participation in Washington State and other trade missions.  Myung Park spoke about 

the effectiveness of the Washington State Trade Mission to China last fall with the 

Governor’s office and with the UW, Shoreline and other colleges.  These are usually 

conducted in the fall, with the next one planned for India.  It was agreed that these can be 

a useful way to represent higher education in Washington state and to associate our 

colleges with the university system and our state efforts. If financially feasible for each 



college, it was agreed that our Presidents should consider participating in the Washington 

State Trade Mission. 

 

5)  Grant writing.  When grants are available we may be able to leverage our consortium 

to obtain funding that would not be accessible to an individual college. 

 

6)  Concurrent Enrollment. Occasionally international students concurrently enroll in a 

neighboring college to obtain a class not offered by their “home” college.  There may be 

ways to further assist students when they do this, however immigration law states that 

there are limits on this so this must be considered. 

 

7)  Sharing student demographic information.  It was suggested that sharing the country 

of origin and other student demographic data amongst consortium schools might assist in 

our analysis and planning for international recruitment and possible areas of collaboration. 

 

8) Crosswalking Intensive ESL levels.  We discussed the idea of crosswalking the 

Intensive ESL courses so that if a student transfers to a consortium school they will know 

beforehand where they will place at the new school.  There was also discussion on 

Intensive ESL programs accepting the courses from another school without having 

students test upon entry.  Both of these will require further discussion on the instructional 

side. 

 

 


